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Introduction
(
The use and interpretation of results from canonical correlation
analysis have always been difficult. This paper attempts to resolve
some of the problems involved by establishing the connection between
canonical correlation and multiple regression on one hand, and canonical
correlation and simultaneous equation systems on the other. The hope
is that with the relationships between these techniques clearly articu-
lated, the researcher as well as the user of research findings will be
in a better position to judge the possibilities and limitations of
canonical correlation analysis, and to see where alternative techniques
might provide additional information.
In what follows the multiple regression equivalences will be estab-
lished first, and their implications spelled out. Then the relationships
to simultaneous systems will be developed, and the consequences discussed.
Finally, two empirical examples each illustrating different aspects of
the use of the equivalences will be presented.
Canonical Correlation and Multiple Regression
Assume we deal with two dependent or criterion variable*, y\ and y«,
and three independent or predictor variables, x., X- and x . These variables
are all standardized with mean and variance 1.
The discussion that follows is directly generalizable to the case of p
predictors and c criteria, p >_ c.
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As is well known, a regression of one standardized, dependent variable upon
another, standardized, independent variable yields a regression coefficient
which is equal to the simple correlation between the two variables. If
more than one, standardized, independent variable in introduced, the
respective regression coefficients are equal to the corresponding partial
correlation coefficients. (See, for example, Johnston, 1963, p. 30).
In canonical' correlation we correlate a linear compound of the cri-
terion variables with a linear compound of the predictors (and, succes-
sively, we develop additional linear compounds, orthogonal to the pre-
ceding ones and compute corresponding canonical correlations). These
canonical correlations can then be seen as regression coefficients pro-
vided the linear compounds are appropriately standardized. We know that
the variables entering each compound are standardized. Accordingly, the
means of the compounds will all be zero; Any linear combination of
variables with mean zero will itself have a mean of zero. As for the
variance, we would need a standardization of the weights that will
ensure a variance of 1. This is exactly the usual standardization a Ry'y a = 1
2
imposed in canonical correlation (see, for example, Van de Geer, p. 157).
Accordingly, we can write the canonical correlation analysis as the
following system of equations:
aliyi + a2lY2 = ci ( bllxl + b21x2 + b31x3 } + ul
(1)
a,«y-i + a y = c (bx+bx+b x )+u ,
!2 » 22 2 2 12 1 22 2 32 3 2
The superscript in a' denotes the transpose of the vector a; R denotes
the correlation matrix.
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where the a. . and b^ . . i, j, = 1,2, and k = 1,2,3, stand for the weights
or loadings of the variables on the respective compound, and where c. are
the canonical correlations, here equal to the regression coefficients
(because of the standardization the intercepts are of course zero).
The u. are random disturbances with zero means and constant variances.
Their covariance is zero. Define the following matrices and vectors as
(2) A =
u =
a a
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(In estimation, the element x , for example, will be a column vector of
observations on the first independent variable). We can now write (1) as
wy yA = xBC + u
so that y can be expressed as
-1 -1
(4) y = xBCA + uA
-1
provided A exists. But the rows of A correspond to the eigenvectors
3
relating to each successive eigenvalu- or canonical cori'elation. Thus,
A will always be nonsingular and its inverse exists. If we write
-1
(5) A
11 21
a a
:
12 ,22
a a
A
Tnese eigenvectors are not normalized to unit length — the standardiza-
tion used is the one ensuring unit variance — and thus the A matrix
is not orthogonal. It should be emphasized that the standardization
to unit variance of the linear combinations could be replaced by, say,
a normalization of the vector lengths; in such a case, however, the
canonical analysis cannot be written as in (1).
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the equation system defined by (4) becomes
,
11
. 12 . . / H . 12 . v ,U ,
?1 = (a c^ + a c2b12 )Xl (a c^ t a c^)^ + (a c^
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13 12 21 22
where ej_ = a u. + a u- , e_ = a u. + a u .
We see that the coefficients of the predictor or independent variables are
composed of summed products , each product corresponding to a separate canonical
correlation. The products themselves consist of the respective variables'
weights on the canonical variates and the corresponding canonical root.
Remembering that the y and x variables are standardized, it is clear that
the coefficients of the predictors are the standardized or "beta" coeffi-
cients obtained in multiple regression.
It is sometimes useful to exhibit directly the dependence of each of
the criterion variables upon the derived linear compounds of the predictor
variables. Then (6) can be written
(7)
'1
=
^l (bllXl + b21X2 + b3lV + alS <b12Xl + b22X2 + b32X3 ) + ei
y2
= a
21
Cl (b^ + b2lx2 + b31x3 ) + a22c2 (b^ + b22x2 + b32x3 ) + e.
Because the criterion variables and the linear compounds are standardized
with mean zero and unit variance, the coefficients of the compounds repre-
sent the partial correlation coefficients between the criterion variable
on the left and each compound on the right. Furthermore, as each linear
compound is orthogonal to the preceding one, these partial correlations
are identical to the simple (zero-order) correlations.
In this way we see clearly what happens when we decide to exclude one
pair of variates from consideration. One consequence is that the funda-
mental explanation of the dependent variables y is lowered. The amount
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2
is easily computed for each y-element, as its maximum R minus the explained
variance due to the included variates. Seen in this light, we could let
our cutoff point be partly determined by a special interest in one of
the dependent variables, say y, rather than the whole set.
Implications; Computation of the Redundancy Statistics
It is interesting to compare this formulation of the canonical correla-
tion analysis with the so-called redundancy testing technique suggested by
Stewart and Love (1968), and Miller (1969). The redundancy technique aims
at testing the "goodness of fit" of the. canonical variates by assessing
the proportion of variation in the original variables reproduced by the
derived canonical variates (in contrast to a test of the canonical correla-
tions themselves, which is a test of the degree of explanation of the
linear combinations of the original criterion variables ) . Accordingly
,
the first step in redundancy analysis consists of establishing the total
variation to be explained, the estimated "shared" or "common" variation
between the two sets of variables.
One approach to this estimation starts with the correlations of the
criterion variables with the canonical variates of the predictor set (see
Cooley & Lohnes, 1971, p. 172). Denoting this correlation r and writing
4 " <bll b21 b31> •
we have for the first criterion variable y. and the first predictor variate:
(8) \>p°-r j^ii^i •
for sample observations i = 1,...,N. But from (7) we see that
11
(9) r = a c
yib{x i
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Similarly, for the second criterion variable y we get the correlation
(10) r
y2 bi
x
= a21<Jl
'
The redundancy measure is then derived as
(11) R = -i- I r^ b ,°1 tn
c 3=1
Vj c
x
x
= ((a11^) 2 + (a21Cl )
2
)/2 ,
where m refers to the number of criterion variables (in our case two),
and where the subscript c, indicates that the redundancy measure here
if
corresponds to the first canonical correlation. Thus, the redundancy
measure simply consists of the average squared correlation between the .
criterion variables and the predictor variate.
In the same manner we can derive a redundancy measure corresponding
to the second canonical variate. From (7) we see directly that this
measure becomes
(12) R
c2
= ((a12c
2 )
2
+ (a22c
2 )
2
)/2.
Then an overall redundancy measure is defined as the sum of the separate
measures
:
(13) R = R , + R ^tot cl c2
From (7) and (6) it is immediately clear that this overall redundancy
2
measure is equivalent to the average R derived for the separate regressions
of each criterion variable upon all the predictors.
There is a parallell measure of redundancy which relates each predictor
variable to the first criterion variate, but which will not necessarily
be of the same magnitude. It is of no direct concern here.
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Implications: Uncovering Heterogeneity in the Data
To see what information is generated by the canonical analysis but
not dealt with in a multiple regress on approach, we need to consider
the regression coefficients in (6). Concentrating upon each regression
coefficient as a sum of products , we can say first that each product
comprises the amount of covariation between the two variables "channelled"
through the respective variate. This is equivalent to an evaluation of
the weights in the usual interpretation approach.
When these products are all of the same sign, the interpretation is
clear. Where one product is considerably larger than the others , one
variate channels most of the covariation; when all products are of similar
magnitude, the covariation is reproduced through all variates jointly.
Where the sum is "large" the presence of the two variables adds to the
redundancy and also to the canonical correlation — although not necessarily
to the same degree as we have seen. Where the sum is "small", relatively
little is added to the overall redundancy measure — but what happens
to the canonical correlation?
Clearly, if every product is small, their sum would be relatively small
as well. In this case the canonical correlation would presumably be small
as well (although of course other pairwise correlations might be high
enough to make the correlation significant — with little contribution
from the two variables under consideration here). On the other hand, a
small sum could appear also when some product is large and positive,
whereas some othei"1 product is a,:so large but negative. That such a situa-
tion can arise in canonical correlation analysis can be attested to by many
empirical results. In this case the canonical correlations relating to the
different products would not only test out significantly — if they did not
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the results could always be seen as random — but their interpretation
would have to draw quite heavily upon the two "inconsistent" variables.
These two variables seem to be related both positively and negatively
at the same time in this case. Such a result can only appear when the
sample observations are clustered around two orthogonal axes in the multi-
dimensional space investigated. That is, there is heterogeneity in the
data — for some sub-group of the sample the relationship between the two
variables is positive, for another it is negative. The analysis should
proceed only after this situation is corrected, for example, by subdividing
the sample into the sub-groups indicated, or by a rotation of the signifi-
cant variates.
Canonical Correlation and Simultaneous Equation Systems
But canonical correlation can also be viewed as a case of simultaneous
equation systems. This is clear if we rewrite (3) as
(14) yA - xBC - u = 0,
which is a standard version of the structural form of a simultaneous
equation system (see, e.g., Goldberger, 1964, Ch. 7). Then (4) clearly
is to be seen as the reduced form of the system:
-1 -1
(4) y = xBCA * uA
From this viewpoint one interesting question to be raised is to what
extent canonical correlation estimates of the parameters in A, B, and C
For a rotational solution to this problem, see Johansson and Sheth (1973).
In the second empirical illustration presented later we give an example
of a sample split solution.
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are comparable to those derived using any cf the available simultaneous
techniques. To answer this, '-re will first have to deal with the identi-
fication problem: Can distinct estimates be derived for the parameters
in (14)? If we remember that the system in (14) embodies the equations
in (1) it is clear at one glance that this is not possible. The second
equation incorporates exactly the same variables as the first one, so that
a host of linear * combinations (with at least one non-zero element) of the
first equation will be observationally indistinguishable from the second
equation.
An illustration of the problem can be given with reference to the
reduced form of the system. Clearly, ordinary least squares can be applied
to the reduced form as written in (6). In this way six parameter estimates
can be generated (one for each of the x-variablas in each cf the two equa-
tions). As can be seen from (1), however, the number cf parameters amounts
to four a's, and two c's in addition to the six b's. Accordingly, from the
reduced form estimates we cannot derive the structural form parameter esti-
mates — they are underidentified.
We need clearly six additional . ^dependent relatic ciships between the
parameters in order to derive the desired estimates . These identifying
restriction? are to be found in a few arbitrary constraints routinely imposed
when computing canonical, correlations. First, as was mentioned earlier,
one usually imposes a "normalizing" constraint. If a, and a2 denote the
first and second column, respectively, of the A matrix, and b, , and b~ are
correspondingly defined for the B matrix, this constraint generates the
6
following four equalities (R denotes the correlation matrix):
(15) aijyyai = 1, a'Ey.^ = 1. bft,,,^ = i, 4Rx ,xb2 = 1.
6In multiple regression, the custom of writing the dependent variable with a
coefficient of one is a similar "normalizing" procedure.
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The two last relationships needed for identification are to be found
in the requirement that the second pair of variates be orthogonal to the
first. This leads to
1 *• 1 ^
Since the constraints (15) as well as (16) are quadratic in the parameters
we still have an •indeterminacy. This is reflected in the symmetry of a
canonical solution, making the first and third quadrants equivalent, as
are the second and fourth. Once the choice of direction of axes — and
thus of sign of the weights (choice of roots) — has been made, the twelve
parameters are identified.
Implications: Structural Considerations
This correspondence between canonical correlation and simultaneous
systems immediately suggests some new ways of thinking about canonical
correlations. For example, the arbitrary assumptions made necessary for
identification could conceivably be replaced by some more structural rela-
tionships. In economics, the identifying restrictions derive most often
from the theoretical exclusion of some variables from a given equation —
it might be that before a canonical analysis is applied some more thought
as to such a priori restrictions could be made even in. the cases where
very little theory is developed. Then the identifying assumptions would
be brought out more clearly, perhaps also resulting in easier interpretable
results. As one straightforward example, it could be mentioned that if
one were willing to assume a = in (1) , together with the constraints
7
Since the original variables y and x, as well as the derived canonical
variates are standardized, the correlations between them degenerates
into simple sums of cross-products divided by the number of observations
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in (15), a recursive model would result with estimates of the a's and
' 8
the b's easily available through ordinary least squares. Such an
approach becomes also feasible if an initial canonical correlation indi-
cates that a,v., is close to zero.
i'.X
One resulting advantage of such an a priori structural analysis would
be that alternative estimation methods — two-stage least squares , limited
t
information maximum likelihood methods
s for example — might be applicable,
The increased range of possibilities in itself would be advantageous.
Furthermore, although the sampling theory for these techniques is by no
means completely worked out for small samples , the asymptotic characteris-
tics of the estimates are well known in contrast to canonical correlation,
vrhere the significance of the weights remains an unsolved problem.
Implications: Use of Canonical Correlation Results
Approaching canonical analysis as a special case of simultaneous
systems also yields new insights into the use of the results from the
analysis . Up to new the analysis has mainly focused upon the structural
form (3) which is clearly tantamount to the economist's focus upon the
interrelationships of the phenomenon vrodelled. Here the usefulness of
canonical results has been impaired, by the difficulty of interpretation.
As the present analysis shows, one reason for this difficulty is the
reluctance to impose structural considerations early in the analysis.
As a result, as hoc rationalizations after the results appear — with
often less theoretical rationale than would have been possible a priori •--
are frequently needed to make the results useful for policy decisions.
For these estimates to be unbiased, we also require E!(u, u~) = 0.
This is a statistical assumption, however, not an identification constraint,
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But as we have seen, the canonical analysis also embodies a reduced
form of the system. Since this fact has not been clearly exhibited pre-
viously, some very useful information has been ignored. Basically, the
reduced form is useful when the program is one of predicting the (future)
values of the endogeneous variables . In such a case the version employed
is that of (6). One might ask why such an analysis could not be carried
out using two multiple regressions, one for each of the y's, and then
simply use the estimated regression coefficients. The answer is that
this is^ possible if one is willing to give up the extra information given
by the structural form. In this case the information is incorporated
in the structural form coefficients which determine the reduced form
coefficients as depicted in (6), The knowledge of this relationship
enables the decision maker to directly compute the effects of a change
in one structural form parameter that might be within his control. One
example would be where one structural form parameter measures the effect
of an advertisement , the actual parameter value being dependent upon
whether black-and-white or color ads were being used. Another advantage
of knowing the structural form parameters and not only the reduced form
is the added understanding of the underlying processes it yields . Thus
,
the parameters will not only have statistic?! properties but also yields
substantive insights into the phenomenon studied. This second benefit of
the structural form is of course small when there is very little theory to
build into the structuj.
A First Empirical Example; The Effects of Advertising
To illustrate the theoretical developments the preceding pages , a
common empirical problem of advertising effect determination will be pre-
sented. We have data on two "effect" variables, brand awareness and
attitude, and also observations on different media expenditures for the
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brand. The problem is the one of relating the advertising outlays to the
9
two effects in order to ascertain the strength of the relationship.
A natural approach might seem to be the use of two separate regressions
,
one for each of the two effects. The results of such an analysis is depicted
in Table 2. The main result seems to be a fairly strong and significant
impact of TV and Newspaper advertising on the two effect measures.
In allocating advertising funds between Network and Spot TV (and Newspaper)
advertising, however, the firm faces a problem of choice of objectives:
Should the emphasis be placed on awareness or on attitude? In case both
effect measures are given some positive weight, the simplest solution would
be to allocate the expenditures so as to maximize a linear combination of
the two. If the weights are explicitly determined a priori, the procedure
to follow would be one of regressing the obtained linear compound of the
two effects upon the media variables and then use that relationship for
allocation. When no explicit weights are assigned, one might allow a
statistical technique to derive the linear combination and then carry out
the regression. This is of course exactly what the canonical correlation
technique will do.
The results from such a canonical analysis are depicted in Table 3.
Only one canonical root is significant (at the .05 level), and the criterion
weights clearly indicate that this first pair of variates reflect the
awareness effect. Partly because of this asymmetry, and partly because con-
centration upon one pair of variates leaves out a certain amount of explicable
q
The data used here comes from Johansson (1973), where the type and quality
of the data are extensively discussed. The brand used is a national
brand in a frequently purchased product class, and we have 26 monthly
observations. The variables were measured in deviations from their res-
pective means, since for the short time periods involved only fluctua-
tions around "normal" levels were of interest. All models run were linear.
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variance, however insignificant, management might feel a bit uneasy about
using these canonical results without modification. One might, for
example, argue that the two effect measures are neither independent (as
implied in the separate regressions approach) , nor completely equivalent
(as a canonical analysis basically assumes). Rather, using the hierarchy
of effects paradigm, one could argue for an effect from awareness to
attitude. Then, 'advertising would affect attitude not only directly, but
also indirectly by affecting awareness.
Such reasoning leads to a recursive model, where awareness is regressed
upon advertising in one equation, and attitude is regressed upon advertising
and awareness in a second equation. As we saw in the earlier theoretical
development, such an approach can be visualized as constraining one of the
criterion weights (a ) to be equal to zero. From a management point of
view, the approach has the advantage of clearly specifying the relation-
ship between the two effects . It could be the case , for example , that the
best way to increase attitude in a favorable direction would be to adver-
tise so as to increase awareness first.
The results of a recursive anal} ;is are presented *.n Table 4. As can
be seen, the introduction of awareness as one explanatory variable in the
attitude equation completely wipes out any effect of the -media variables.
The simple correlation between awareness and liking as depicted in Table 1
clearly gives the reason for this result. After awareness has been allowed
for, very little attitude variation is left to explain. Clearly, one
explanation for this would be that advertising only affects awareness,
later indirect effects being channeled through the hierarchy. If this
view is adopted, the correct model would consist of the awareness illation
plus a simple regression relation of attitude upon awareness. Another view
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would be that awareness and liking are determined simultaneously as a
result of advertising and perhaps other factors. Or, more precisely,
for the monthly data available here , awareness and liking might for
all practical purposes be considered simultaneously determined, as
causal loops with feedbacks would be completed within the month.
As we saw in the theoretical development, this interpretation will lead
to either a canonical correlation approach or a simultaneous equations
approach depending upon the constraints one is willing to impose upon the
model. The canonical analysis, as we know, imposes these constraints
regardless of prior information. Thus, that technique seems preferable
in the cases where such information is at a minimum (or, as we saw above,
where the explicit aim of the analysis is the derivation of one , and only
one, functional relationship between the explanatory variables and the
effects).
When there is some prior information about the structure of the model,
it will generally be desirable to incorporate this information into the
model specification. In this particular case, we might, for example,
augment the independent variables by ntroducing a brand purchasing variable
in the awareness relation, on the assumption that the more purchases that
have been generated for the brand in past months , the higher the awareness
regardless of advertising. Similarly, a repeat purchase variable could be
introduced in the attitude relation, to account for the favorable feedback
from regular brand purchasers. By assumption, the coefficients of these
two additional exogeneous variables would be zero in the relations where
they do not appear, thus identifying the parameters of those relations.
As was stated earlier, these types of constraints (zero-restrictions) are
the more usual ones in econometrics
.
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The results of a two stage least squares estimation of the two-equation
simultaneous specification appear in Table 5. Although the presented stan-
dard errors have only an asymptotic validity in this case so that few firm
conclusions can be drawn for a sample of size 26 s it is clear that the
results do not differ much from the recursive runs. Thus, the major portion
of explanation comes from the interdependence between the two endogeneous
variables awareness and attitude . Since we know from the reduced form
estimation (Table 2) that advertising can predict awareness and attitude
rather well, it is clear that the effect of advertising is indirect, going
primarily through awareness to attitude , with some feedback from attitude
to awareness (presumably by attitude affecting a memory component relating
to awareness). This feedback clearly occurs within the month.
In this case, if one were to give an overall judgment as to which model
is most appropriate , it can be argued that the obvious simultaneity between
awareness and attitude is best depicted through the canonical solution.
With only one pair of variates being significant — the second one
exhibiting a very low chi-square value -- and with the weights easy to
interpret, for most purposes the canonical analysis seems preferable here.
Furthermore , as indicated earlier, should the criterion weights seem inappro-
10
priate, other weights and a consequent rotation can easily be accomodated.
A Second Empirical Example; The Determinants of College Education
In a second empirical example some other features of the theoretical
development will be illustrated. The data are taken from the Cooley 6 Lohnes
Another factor which argues against choosing the simultaneous equation solu-
tion is the fact that the purchase and repeat variables fail to enter their
respective equations significantly. Thus, since the introduction of these
variables serve to identify the system one can argue that, strictly speaking,
the two equations fail to be identified.
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book (1971 j Appendix B) and thus easily available for crosschecking pur-
poses. They relate to high school students' college plans, subject
interest, various test scores, and socio-dernographic background. *• The
aim of the analysis hers is simply to ascertain what factors determine
the student's college plans and curriculum interests.
Since very little a priori structure to impose was available, the
decision was to run a canonical correlation analysis. The criterion set
consisted of two interest scores (Physical Science and Office Work), a
Sociability Index, and a College Plsns variable. The predict6r set in-
cluded different test scores, a socio-economic index, and general back-
ground variables (for the axact specification of the variables, see Tables
6 and 7). The results from the first canonical correlation run are depicted
in Table 7.
At the .05 level , three canonical roots are significant. From the
weights one can infer that the first pair of variates relate the two
interest variables (Physical Science and Office Work) to Sex, Information
test I, and perhaps the Mathematics test. The second pair of variates
relate College Plans and again Offie Work Interest to Sex, Mathematics,
Socioeconomics and perhaps Information test I again. The third pair of
variates, finally;,, relate S. lity and the two Interest variables to
Sex, Socioeconomic formation tests I and II, Mechanical Ability, and
perhaps Reading Ability.
When the signs of the weights are accounted for, it is clear that
several inconsistent relationships obtain in these results. From the
"^or more information on the data, the so-called Talent data set, the
reader is referred to the Cooley 6 Lohnes book. The variables used in
the present analysis are listed in Table 6
.
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first pair of variates Physical Science Interest and Sex are seen as
inversely related (females are scored high, males low on the sex variable),
whereas they are positively re3.ated according to the third canonical func-
tion. Similarly, Office Work Interest and Information test I are nega-
tively related in the first function, positively related in the second
and third. A third example of inconsistent results is the relationship
between Office W6rk Interest and Socioeconomic Status, which is positive
according to the second function, but negative judging from the third
function
.
To resolve the inconsistencies the split sample approach advocated
earlier clearly has its problems here when more than one inconsistent
12
relationship is uncovered. It is clear, however, that in the present
case the variable sex becomes a natural choice for a subdivision of the
total sample. For one, sex is dichotomous , resulting in an easy splitting
procedure . Furthermore , and more important , sex turns out to be an impor-
tant variable in all the three significant canonical functions. Finally,
it would seem natural to hypothesize that the relationships between the
reamining variables might be differer, : depending upon the respondent's sex.
This last argument constitutes a type of a priori reasoning that one might
13
or might not want to use in the initial specification of -the model analyzed.
12
This difficulty does not arise when the rotation approach suggested earlier
is adopted.
13
It should be made clear that the fact that sex enters strongly in all three
significant functions does not imply that the relationships between the
other variables are affected by sex. There is no necessary relation betwesn
our last two reasons for using sex as the split variable.
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The results from the separate male and female runs are presented in
Table 8. As can be seen, the results are quite similar for the two
sexes contrary to expectations . Two Dairs of variates are significant
(at the .05 level) in both cases and the defining variables of the func-
tions are very much the same. The first function in both cases relates
College Plans and Physical Science Interest to Information test I and
Mathematics. The second function relates College Plans and Physical Science
Interest to Creativity, Mechanical Ability, Abstract Thinking, and Socio-
economic Status for the female group , and to Information test I , Reading
Ability, Creativity ^ Abstract Thinking, and Socioeconomic Status for the
male group. The main difference between the two groups seems to be that
the different test weights for the second predictor set have changed
signs in a few cases. As a result of the split, the Office Work Interest
criterion variable fails tc enter strongly in any function, an indication
that it is fairly constant within the sex group (although different between
the sexes as indicated in the earlier results).
Although for the female data the inconsistencies have been eliminated s
the male data show an inconsistent rt .ationship between College Plans and
Information test I. In the first function their relationship is negative,
in the second positive. Instead of another sample split., another approach
was adopted in dealing with this inconsistency. On the basis of the results
so far a two-equation simultaneous system was developed for each of the
female and male data. The endogeneous variables were in both cases College
Plans and Physical Science Interest , dropping the Office Work and the Socia-
bility variables. The exogeneous variables were chosen on the basis of the
weights on the predictor sets and consisted of the variables presented in
Table 9 . The two equations were normalized on the respective criterion
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variable with the greatest weight on the function corresponding to the
equation. Although the choice of equation normalization is thus somewhat
arbitrary — it is a bit misleading to talk about a "College Plan equation"
and a "Physical Science Interest equation" — the procedure is only a
convenience and imposes no essential restrictions, since the normalization
can be easily reversed.
«
The idea behind this approach was not only that the inconsistency
might be removed. In addition, and more important, the structure of the
simultaneous system was suggested by the canonical correlation results
,
and comprised thus a natural model building step. In no way should the
proposed simultaneous model be seen as tested by these data that helped
build it. Rather it should be seen simply as one way of exhibiting the
relationships in the data more clearly.
The results from the two stage least squares estimation of the para-
meters of the simultaneous specifications are presented in Table 9. Without:
going into very much detail about the interpretation of the results . a few
remarks can still be made. The inconsistency has disappeared, with the
Information test I variable h-ving & positive impact upon both endogeneous
variables. The inconsistency seems to be reflected, however, by the two
endogeneous variables themselves. Their partial relationship according
to the first equation is positive, and according to the second
Note that under this approach a recursive system might result whenever
a significant function exhibits only one strongly weighted criterion
variable. Similarly, where this happens for all significant functions,
a set of separate regressions is suggested, an intuitively appealing
result
.
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equation negative. The first equation coefficient for the endogeneous
College Plans variable has a relatively large standard error for the males
,
however, making it insignificantly different from zero.^
The other results are as one could expect from the initial canonical
correlations. Most of the variables enter strongly into the relationship,
and when couched in terms of simultaneous equations rather than canonical
analysis
,
the interpretation of the relations is considerably more straight-
forward, as one is able to develop a much firmer understanding of when the
mean of an estimated weight or coefficient is high relative to its variance.
From the results of the simultaneous system one could perhaps go even
further. In the male data, for example, eliminating the less significant
variables from the relationships, one would end up with a recursive system.
The first equation would relate Physical Science Interest to Information
test I and Mathematics , and the second equation would remain as presently
,
except for the elimination of the Information test I variable. Even without
that refinement, however, it is fairly clear that the runs depicted in Table
represent a reasonably accurate picture of the determinants of college
education plans as recorded in the available data.
Conclusion
It is clear that there are other possible facets of 'the equivalence
between canonical correlation, multiple regression, and simultaneous systems
which will be uncovered as further research is done. Only some of the more
obvious implications have been developed here , but they should be sufficient
15
If the coefficient had been significant, the interpretation would have been
that College Plans are positively affected by Physical Science Interests.,
but that those who plan to go to College have no particular interest in
Physical Science. This is clearly the case for the female data.
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to show the possibilities involved. Overall, the greatest value of the
established equivalence lies perhaps in the bridging of the gap between
multivariate statistics and analysis on the one hand, ?nd econometric
methods on the other. As such, this paper should serve so as to bring
together two very useful sets of statistical techniques for the benefit
of the applied researcher.
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TABLE 2
The Separate Regress 5.on
1
Runs
DEP. VAR. R MAGAZINES NETWORK TV SPOT TV NEWSPAPERS
AWARENESS .67 .890 , 017* .040* .062*
(3.03) (.008) (.019) (.032)
ATTITUDE
»
.61 .311 .012* .023 .051*
(2.50) (.007) (.015) (.026)
Unstandardized coefficients , with standard errors in parenthesis.
Significance at the .05 level indicated by a star.
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TABLE 4
The Recursive Model
DEP. VAR.
AWARENESS .67
MAGAZINES NETWORK W SPOT TV NEWSPAPERS AWARENESS
.890 .017* .040* .062*
(3.03) (.008) (.019) (.032)
ATTITUDE .95 *.367
(.993)
-.001
(.003)
-.008
(.007)
.004
(.011)
.761*
(.071)
"Unstandardized coefficients, with standard errors in parenthesis.
Significance at the .05 level indicated by a star.
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TABLE 6
The TALENT Data
Variable No. Predictor Set
School Size (4 categories—based on number of seniors)
1. under 25
2. 25 - 99
3. 100 - 399
4. 400 or more
2 Age (nearest year)
3 Sex (l=male; 2=female)
4 Weight (lb)
01. 74 or less
02. 75 - 89
03. 90 - 104
04. 105 - 119
05. 120 - 134
06. 135 - 149
07. 150 - 164
08. 165 - 179
09. 180 - 194
10. 195 - 209
11. 210 - 224
12. 225 or more
6 Information Test, Part I (R-190)
7 Information Test, Part II (k-192)
8 English Test (R-230)
9 Reading Comprehension Test (R-250)
10 Creativity Test (R-260)
11 Mechanical Reasoning Test (R-270)
12 Abstract Reasoning Test (R-290)
13 Mathematics Test (R-340)
17 Socioeconomic Status Index (P-801)
These data appear in Cooley 5 Lohnes (1971, Appendix B).
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